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Tekst 9 

Revenge is a dish better left unmade 

adapted from an article by Jennifer Breheny Wallace 

1 While most of us won t engage in the type of vengeful displays that grab 
headlines or warrant prison time, our everyday lives often include small 
acts of retaliation such as gossiping about a neighbor who snubbed you or 
lashing out online after poor customer service. Evolutionary psychologists 
believe we are hardwired for revenge. Our earliest ancestors relied on the 
fear of retaliation to help keep the peace and correct injustices. Acts of 
revenge acted as an insurance policy against future harm by others, a 
warning signal that you re someone who will not tolerate mistreatment,  
says Professor of Psychology Michael McCullough. 

2 In modern life, betrayal and social rejection hurt. The desire to repair 
that pain and improve our mood may be one of the things that motivates 
us to seek revenge, according to six studies published this year in the 
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology. 

3  Revenge may provide a lift, but the positive effects appear to be 
fleeting. Revenge can feel really good in the moment,  says David 
Chester, who studies the psychological and biological processes involved 
in human aggression, but when we follow up with people five minutes, 10 
minutes and 45 minutes later, they actually report feeling worse than they 
did before seeking revenge.  

4  Professor Timothy Wilson conducted a study on the    32    of revenge. 
People think that they will feel better if they strike back, but when 
surveyed, those who had actually retaliated reported feeling worse than 
people who never had the opportunity to punish and so had moved on. 
By not retaliating, we re able to find other ways of coping, like telling 

ourselves it wasn t such a big deal,  Wilson theorizes.  
5  Ruminating about getting even can interfere with day-to-day wellbeing 

and happiness. When someone persists in revenge fantasies over time 
they can develop anxiety and remorse,  says psychotherapist Beverly 
Engel. According to her, these feelings can also take up important 
cognitive resources, depleting time and energy that could be better spent. 

6  Research suggests that when it comes to valuable relationships, what 
the angry mind ultimately wants is a change of heart from the 
transgressor,  Michael McCullough says. He claims it may be in your best 
interest to stay open to an apology and to help pave the road that would 
allow the offender to make it up to you. Revenge may sometimes make 
you feel better for a moment,  McCullough explains, but making the effort 
to repair a valuable relationship can pay bigger dividends over a lifetime.  
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1p 30 What is said about revenge in paragraph 1? 
A It is a genetically in-built reflex that is increasingly relevant in today’s 

world. 
B It is a relic from the past that seems to be disappearing from modern 

life. 
C It is a safeguard that helps individuals survive the harsh realities of 

society. 
D It is an innate mechanism that was once useful to maintain social 

stability. 

1p 31 What is the function of paragraph 2? 
A to downplay the findings from paragraph 1 by quoting current research 
B to question what is said in paragraph 1 and introduce alternative views 
C to relate paragraph 1 to the insights presented later in the text 
D to stress the relevance of the hypothesis mentioned in paragraph 1 

1p 32 Which of the following fits the gap in paragraph 4? 
A ethical aspects 
B paradoxical consequences 
C social acceptability 
D substantial benefits 
E theoretical limitations 

In alinea 3 tot en met 6 worden de volgende wetenschappers genoemd: 
1 David Chester (alinea 3) 
2 Timothy Wilson (alinea 4) 
3 Beverly Engel (alinea 5) 
4 Michael McCullough (alinea 6) 

2p 33 Geef van elke persoon aan welke uitspraak het best bij hem of haar past.  
Noteer de letter van de uitspraak achter het nummer op het antwoordblad.  
Let op: er blijven twee uitspraken over. 
a A focus on revenge can result in an unhealthy obsession. 
b An act of revenge can restore the balance in a relationship. 
c A reconciliation is often preferable to a prolonged conflict. 
d Refraining from revenge can help us find a new perspective on events. 
e Revenge will only bring temporary relief. 
f Striking out at an enemy is both risky and deeply satisfying. 
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